Light trapping efficiency comparison of Si solar cell textures using spectral photoluminescence.
The band-to-band absorption enhancement due to various types of light trapping structures is studied experimentally with photoluminescence (PL) on monocrystalline silicon wafers. Four basic light trapping structures are examined: reactive ion etched texture (RIE), metal-assisted etched texture (MET), random pyramid texture (RAN) and plasmonic Ag nanoparticles with a diffusive reflector (Ag/DR). We also compare two novel combined structures of front side RIE/rear side RAN and front side RIE/rear side Ag/DR. The use of photoluminescence allows us to measure the absorption due to band-to-band transitions only, and excludes parasitic absorption from free carriers and other sources. The measured absorptance spectra are used to calculate the maximum generation current for each structure, and the light trapping efficiency is compared to a recently-proposed figure of merit. The results show that by combining RIE with RAN and Ag/DR, we can fabricate two structures with excellent light trapping efficiencies of 55% and 52% respectively, which is well above previously reported values for similar wafer thicknesses. A comparison of the measured band-band absorption and the EQE of back-contact silicon solar cells demonstrates that PL extracted absorption provides a very good indication of long wavelength performance for high efficiency silicon solar cells.